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BEETHOVEN: Sonata in F minor, Op. 2,
No. 1; Sonata in G minor, Op. 49, No. 1;
Sonata in D minor, Op. 31, No. 2. Mihrily
Bacher, piano. Hungaroton SLPX 11858.
$7.98.
Among attractive discs from Hungary
of late are several by the newest crop of
brilliant, young pianists, such as Mihaly
Bacher.
These arc small-scaled, lightweight
performances: This works well eno
the two-movement G minor Son
is more like a sonatina anyway,
first refreshing to hear some epis
F minor Sonata played with
delicacy and in such leisurely gait
thing is refined, flows expressively, and is
very well proportioned within the confines
of the moderate dynamic boundaries that
Bacher sets for himself. But both the
F minor and D minor Sonatcis demand more
passion, dramatic emphasis and energetic
highlighting of contrasting sounds; for there
is grander pianistic sweep and emotional
power inherent in these works than this
sensitive artist exhibits. Fine piano sound,
though.
—Gru-velinamt
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BEETHOVEN: 33 Variations on a Waltz by
Mort Diabelli, Op. 120. Alfred Brendei,
i no. Philips 9500 381. $8.98.
Critical reaction to Brendel's first
Vox recording of the Diabelli Variations was
divided Tl*the Atlantic. Otilhe far side It
was hailed as Beethoven playing of the
highest order; in this 'country it was found
to be mannered and not up to Brenders
usual standard. The spontaneity and warmth
of feeling evident in this new recording
should satisfy both sides, qualities that gain
no doubt from being recorded live during a
concert in the Royal Festival Hall, London,
in 1967.
In a recent broadcast interview,
Drendel stated that "there is something in a
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Beethoven:
A Man
for All
Talents
live performance which a recording atUdio .
comcan rarely (inspire): a sense of risk
munication also. Now I try much more in
a recording studio to play as 1 play in a live
performance." Collectors of pirate records
will attest to the intensity us communication
that a sense of risk Can generate on a record,
yet the at titude of commercial companies to
records of live petformances is ambivalent.
There have been recent issues of Carnegie
Hall opera performancos from which all
scam of the hall ambience and of the live
audience has been erased; not a cough nor
a reverberation to be heard. So successful
has been this cleaning-up process that more
than one commentator has asked questions
concerning the son1-1,:e or the recordings and
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the role that the studio rehearsals played in
producing, the finished product. No such
artistic Issues are raised here, .however.
There IS no doubt that this is a recording of
a concert performance of the Variations.,
This set of Variatioias is, of course,
paracioxicrd inusic•to precede so closely the
Missa Sokmnis and the Ninth Symphony.
The skittish opening and the quirkiness of
so much of the music certainly suggests a
basis for Brendcl's description in die liner
notes of the work as an "exploration of
musical humour." And it is indeed the interplay of the sublime Jed the humorous that
makes this get rocitianee so attractive. Highlights include a wonderously beguiling performance of Variation 2, and a 5th Variation that Is thrown 0t t with delicate panache.
The 14th Variation, Grav, is not as poised
and full of yearning as was the performance
Of Vox, and the playing of it makes cleat
the one drawback of the recording: the
pianissimos are throughout too loud and
nowhere do 1 heat the delicate, ethereal,.
soft tone which is such an important aspect
of Brenders art. Variation 16 is bigger, more
exciting and Variation 23 faster than were
the case in his first recording, and Variation
31 also phis from being presented in a
slightly more Bachian and less Chopinesque
manner. The highlight of the Fughetta,
Variation 24; a simple song lovingly cap.
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Cr all the various individual
tilted, Ai
delights of this performance, Brendel conveys an overwhelming sense of unity; the
work is presented as one continuing idea
rather than as a set of disparate pieces. It
is fascinating to hear how from within the
strict discipline of a classical framework
Brenda has created a performance that is
freer and has a greater sense of fun than was
evident in his first recording. On his own
admission this is the benefit gained from
the live performance. The drawback is the
presence of a bronchial audience, a higher
than normal level of tape hiss (though this
is not a distraction) and a faint ostinato
accompaniment by the Hall's air-conditioning
system. None of which can detract from the
faultless playing of a performance to treasure.
—Payne
Piano Concerto No. 3 in C
ninon, Op. 37. Alfred Brendel, piano;

3EETHOVEN:

London Philharmonic Orchestra conducted
ay Bernard Haitink. Philips 9500 253. $8.98..
Cas. 9500 381, $8.98.
There is something wrong with this
performance. Not all the orchestral gloss
and brilliance in the world can hide the fact
that this performance of music that comes
in Beethoven's oeuvre between the Symphony No. 1 and The Creatures of Prometheus is misconceived in its stolid conducting
and its large-scaled orchestral sound. The
fault lays squarely at the feet of the conductor, because a recent broadcast of a performance of this concerto given by Brendel
with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra conducted by Levine at last year's Ravinia
Festival made clear how well Brendel can
play it. It was a performance full of sparkle
and joy in the outer movements, attributes
that are all too painfully missing from this
recording, a reissue from the recent box of
the complete Beethoven concerti.
The first movement does not start
out well. Admittedly the question of metronome markings in Beethoven is controversial,
but a quarter note equals 144 coupled with
the direction Allegro con brio certainly
suggests a character that Haitink's complacent tempo of a quarter note equals 132
fails to capture. The performance is largescaled with smoothed-out rhythms and
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orchestral playing so highly polished that
the shine makes inner detail unclear:
stacatto notes are barely detached, and only
the score tells of trills on accompanying
instruments. The performance is to some
degree saved by Brendel's ravishingly hushed
playing of the Largo, playing that is deeply
affecting yet contained within an emotionally ascetic framework, It never becomes
sentimental but remains profoundly moving
throughout. Brendel then starts out the
third movement at a delicate gait but the
orchestral entry at measure 33 is driven like
fury, and there's a sense of disagreement
concerning tempo throughout the rest of
the movement until the final Presto, which
is a marvellous climax.
The disc has wonderfully silent surfaces, Robert Simpson writes a fascinating
sleeve note, and throughout the recording
Brendel's performance is full of delicate
playing and diaphanous tones. Wouldrthat
I could be less concerned about the overall
concept of the performance and Haitink's
—Payne
bland contribution.
BEETHOVEN: The Nine Symphonies; Fidelio Overture. To van der Sluys, soprano;
Sure Luger, alto; Louis van Tulder, tenor;
Willem Revelli, bass; Toonkunstkoor, Amsterdam; Koninklijke Oratorium-Vereniging;
Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam;
Willem Mengelberg, conductor. Philips
Mono 6767003, 8 LPs, $71.84.
All recordings are live performances
made during April and May 1940 (evidently
In the course of a Beethoven festival) except
for the Eroica, which is a 1940 studio recording originally Issued by Telefun ken.

•
Symphony No. 1: A bracing and
witty performance with an engaging skipping
spring to the rhythms. The winds, by virtue
of Mengelberg's careful attention to attack
and release, achieve remarkable clarity. The
performance is impaired, however, by grossly
exaggerated ritards at cadences.
Symphony No. 2: Here Beethoven's
ruggedness and massiveness are emphasized,
though in this symphony, mercurial wit and
brilliance are more appropriate. The great
larghetto is far too swooning but again is
fascinating in the wealth of wind details
conjured by Mengelberg. Still, because of its
jarring tempo contrasts, rellentandos at
American Record Guide

DIRECT-TO-DISC RECGRDING:
A progre ss step backward.

Recording has come
a long way since Edison
and Berliner. But not
all of the changes have
meant progress. A case
in point is the introduction of tape recording...
a not unmixed blessing.
Granted that tape has advantages of
portability, cost savings, ease of editing,
and versatility. Its freedom has permitted recordings to be made that would
otherwise have been impossible.
But freedom has its price. And the
tape medium has serious limits of
dynamic range, frequency response,
noise and distortion that restrict the
potential of t he modern stereo phonograph record,
Proof of this audible difference is
immediately evident when one listens
critically to a well-made direct-to-disc

recording where the
performance is captured
directly on the master
disc... uninterrupted,
unimpeded. Without
the intervention of tape,
a remarkable clarity of
sound issues forth.
But you'll also hear something•more
than just superb sound... the evident
dedication of all concerned for quality
at every stage of the record's production, from performance to pressing,
Everyone is "up". An attitude too easily
lost in taped performances that "can
be fixed in the remixr
Direct-to-disc is demanding of
everyone. Unforgiving because it is so
revealing. And to the listener it can be
an experience fully satisfying in its own
way as the concert hall.
Don't deny yourself the pleasure.
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The following direct-to-disc recordings are available from Audio-Technlca (*New Listing):
UMBRELLA • ROUGH TRADE Live! DD-1 • NEXUS Ragtime Concert DD-2 • ZIMBALIST Violin
Sonatas Philip Frank, Violin, Bernard Frank, Piano DD-3 a BIG BAND JAZZ Rob McConnell & the Boss
Brass (2 record set) DD-4 $21.95 a .CANADIAN BRASS QUINTET Bach, Purcell, Jelly Roll Morton DD-5
a *TORONTO CHAMBER ORCHESTRA Boyd Neel Mozart Program DD-6 • *BIG BAND JAZZ, VOL. 2
!lumber College Jazz Ensemble 013-7 • *TORONTO CHAMBER ORCHESTRA, Boyd Neel J. S. Bach
Program 00-9 SONIC ARTS a PIANO FIREWORKS, Russell Stepan Chopin Program (2 record set)
SA-LSI $21.95 • THE NANO, David Montgomery Beethoven, Brahms, Schubert, others SA-I S2 a
'SCHUMANN "PA PILL IONS", David Montgomery Also Liszt, Chopin (Binaural Recording) SA-LS5
• *FOUR-IIANDED PIANO RAGS, David Montgomery & Cecil Lytle The Entertainer, Kitten on the Keys,
7 others SA-ES6 * *WOOFERS, TWEETERS &. ALL THAT JAZZ, Jazz and sound effects (Binaural
Recording) SA-LS7 • *VIVALDI TRICENTENNIAL, Ohmaya & The Cremona Chamber Ensemble
Opus 8, No. I ; Opus 2, No, 2; Opus 3, No. LI SA-LS8 a *THE JOY OF MOZART, G. Cleve & Mozart Festival
Orch., Symphony #36; Divertimento for Strings SA-SL9 TELARC a *THE GREAT ORGAN AT METHUEN,
Michael Murray Widor, Vierne, Dupre, Karg-Elert, Marcell°. TEL-5036 RCA/RVC (All RCA/RVC are
45 RPM except as noted) a *STOCKHAUSEN: Zyklus, NODA: Eclogue Sumire Yoshihara, Masami
Nakagawa RDC-i a *TOKYO VIVALDI ENSEMBLE, Beatles Medley, Vivaldi Concerto In E, Op. 8,
No. I RDC-2 • *TRACK1N' Lew Tabackin Quartet R DC-3 $ *BEETHOVEN "Appassionata" Piano Sonata
Atom Karolyn at the Bosendorfcr "Imperial" RDC-4 a *WARREN SMITH & TOKI, Sax & Percussion
RVL-8501* WARREN SMITH & MASAMI NAKAGAWA Flute & Percussion RVL-8502 a *AUDIO
SYMPHONY Orchestral Demonstration 33-1/3 RPM Conventional Recording RVL-I
All single records are $14.95 retail; 2-record albums are $21.95. Records are available
at most Audio-Techntca high fidelity dealers and fine record stores, or write to us for current
title list and ordering Information.
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